Foundation Stone Laying Ceremony for Gurdwara at TDI City
New Delhi – 25 February, 2012: TDI Infrastructure Ltd today conducted a Foundation Stone
Laying Ceremony for a Gurdwara at its 1250 acres of integrated township, TDI City, Kundli,
which is the largest township in North of Delhi.
Sardar Paramjit Singh Sarna, President of Delhi Sikh Gurdwara Management Committee, while
laying the foundation stone said
said, "It's a great honour to have this memorable day for the
construction of a Gurdwara at TDI City, Kundli and my warmest thanks to the top management
of TDI for this impressive accomplishment in their beautiful city. It is a day we hope to look back
upon with joy and satisfaction for many years to come. And, it is also a day that future
generations will also look back upon as a great beginning."
TDI City, Kundli, which houses over 250 families in its city already has Mandir and now Gurdwara.
The residents of TDI City, Kundli are very excited about this new development. In fact the
numbers of residents are expected increase to 3000 families by the year end. The TDI City
already has in-house facilities like daily-need provisional store, Doctor's Clinic, Helpline Centre,
on call ambulance and cab. Free bus transportation from the TDI City to nearest Metro Station.
Gym to keep the residents fit. Soon they will have exclusive Club to themselves.
Mr. Kamal Taneja, Managing Director of TDI Infrastructure Ltd., said "our commitment to the
residents of TDI City is not simply of creating beautiful and modern facilities around their dream
homes rather creating assets for the whole generation. Religious places near one's homes always
help discover the knowledge of spiritual responsibility, enabling us to better understand and
more ably serve God's creation."
The foundation stone laying ceremony was preceded by Kirtan by a well known Raagi, Bhai
Chamnjit Singh Lal and followed by langer.
Sardar Sarna was accompanied by all important leaders of Delhi Sikh Gurdwara Management
Committee.
About TDI City
TDI City, Kundli situated north of Delhi on main NH 1 in Sonepat (the highway that connects
Delhi to Chandigarh), is today has become the best investment destination in NCR. In Kundli
average plot price today ranges from Rs. 25,000 to Rs. 30,000 per sq. yd. Whereas, few years
ago, when initial projects were launched the price was about Rs 5,000 per sq yard.
TDI City is just adjacent to the upcoming 5000 acres of Rajiv Gandhi Education City which will
house world renowned international and national universities. Once this becomes a reality,
Kundli would become an Education Hub of international repute. Like IT changed Gurgaon, the
Education will change Kundli. In fact years ago Delhi University brought floating populations to
permanent in its close by areas like Shakti Nagar, Model Town, Ashok Vihar, Shalimar Bagh, etc.

Similarly, Rajiv Gandhi Education City, which is going to host the likes of Oxfords and Cambridges,
will change the demography of the Kundli in future.

